Dynamic Health IT — Powerful Technology Fueling Providers and EHR Vendors
At Dynamic Health IT (DHIT), we ensure that our development team continues to be on the leading edge of both
interoperability and quality measures through involvement in FHIR and CDA standards. Our team is proactive and
dedicated to providing software applications that support interoperability and quality measure submission under
Medicare, Medicaid, The Joint Commission and other programs.
Jeff Robbins, President of DHIT, provided insight on team initiatives:
Q: How can DHIT help EHR vendors and healthcare providers?
A: We provide fully automated end-to-end regulatory solutions for Certified EHR Technology, specializing in Quality
Measure solutions. Our FHIR API leverages the new standard to not only meet regulatory requirements but also enable
new levels of interoperability.
Q: What types of use cases are you working with FHIR?
A: Here are some exciting projects:





In conjunction with Kno2, we expanded the capabilities of our FHIR API. The Kno2 project leverages our FHIR API
and OAUTH 2.0, enabling a provider from one practice to query for CCDA data from another practice by
supplying key demographic data.
Another Kno2 project involves electronically matching fax data to patients so faxes can be displayed in the EHR
alongside of patient results.
We are very involved with the effort to use FHIR as a data source for CQM calculation and have built prototypes
in this area.

The multi-tenant Dynamic FHIR API was another recent milestone. With this expanded FHIR API, a hospital system can
have one Dynamic FHIR server feeding data from all hospitals to leading PHR apps that patients and family members are
eager to use.
Q: How can you help providers who switch EHRs meet PI and CQM submission needs?
A: If you switch from one EHR vendor to another during a reporting period, we’ve got your back! We can combine quality
measures from each vendor and create a single MIPS QPP submission for your patient population. Likewise, we can
combine multiple patient portals to create a single comprehensive view for patients.
Q: In addition to interoperability, can you improve truly innovative EHR usability to solve the physician burnout issue?
A: We’ve closely partnered with a break-out entry in our industry, PertexaHealthTech. Their flagship product, PertexaIQ,
has cracked the code for both user interface and data quality issues. This single application provides an intuitive UI
designed for the way physicians were trained to practice medicine, along with NASA-like data capture precision.
www.Pertexa.com
Q: How have you helped struggling vendors, Registries and QCDRs?
A: We’ve recently added leading Registries and QCDRs to our client portfolio based on our powerful CQMsolution/registry
product offering. The Dynamic Registry has AI and PI dashboards for easy entry of counts for each activity and features
trending over time. The “Submit to DHIT” button provides one-click MIPS submission and real-time score feedback.
Q: How can readers find out more about your company?
A: For more information, contact us at 504-309-9103 or email info@dynamichealthit.com.

